HAIRSTYLIST APPRENTICESHIP COURSE SUMMARIES

HSA3400: HAIR & SCALP CARE 1
Students analyze and describe the structure and condition of the hair and scalp, as well as identify and use basic cleansing and surface conditioning products.
Prerequisite: COS1010: Personal & Professional Practices

HSA3410: HAIR & SCALP CARE 2
Students analyze the structure and condition of hair and the relationship of hair to the scalp. Students select and use appropriate hair and scalp cleansing and conditioning products.
Prerequisite: HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1

HSA3420: HAIR & SCALP CARE 3
Students analyze the condition of the hair and scalp, make treatment decisions and recommendations, and clean and condition the hair and scalp using available technology.
Prerequisite: HSA3410: Hair & Scalp Care 2

HSA3425: HAIR & SCALP CARE 4 – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs, and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.
Prerequisite: HSA3410: Hair & Scalp Care 2

HSA3430: HAIR STYLING 1
Students wave, curl and style hair using a variety of equipment, tools and supplies.
Prerequisite: COS1010: Personal & Professional Practices

HSA3440: HAIR STYLING 2
Students analyze head and facial features, determine suitable hairstyles and form and finish hairstyles.
Prerequisite: HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3445: HAIR STYLING 3 – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.
Prerequisites: HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1
HSA3440: Hair Styling 2

HSA3450: HAIRCUTTING 1
Students demonstrate safe handling of haircutting and hair texturizing tools and describe and demonstrate basic cutting methods.
Prerequisites: HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3455: HAIRCUTTING 2 – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.
Prerequisite: HSA3450: Haircutting 1

HSA3460: HAIRCUTTING 3 – ADVANCED TECHNIQUES
Students demonstrate safe handling of haircutting and texturing tools and demonstrate advanced haircutting techniques.
Prerequisite: HSA3450: Haircutting 1

HSA3465: HAIRCUTTING 4 – ADVANCED TECHNIQUES CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.
Prerequisites: HSA3455: Haircutting 2 – Client Services
HSA3460: Haircutting 3 – Advanced Techniques
HSA3470: **HAIRCUTTING 5 – CREATIVE SERVICES**
Students demonstrate the ability to analyze face and hair, and design and follow cutting patterns while safely using a variety of haircutting implements.

*Prerequisites:* HSA3455: Haircutting 2 – Client Services  
HSA3460: Haircutting 3 – Advanced Techniques

HSA3475: **HAIRCUTTING 6 – CREATIVE CLIENT SERVICES**
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.

*Prerequisite:* HSA3470: Haircutting 5 – Creative Services

HSA3485: **HAIRCUTTING 7 – CURRENT TRENDS CLIENT SERVICES**
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.

*Prerequisites:* HSA3455: Haircutting 2 – Client Services  
HSA3460: Haircutting 3 – Advanced Techniques

HSA3495: **HAIRCUTTING 8 – MALE CLIENT SERVICES**
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.

*Prerequisites:* EST3040: Hair Removal  
HSA3460: Haircutting 3 – Advanced Techniques

HSA3505: **HAIR CARE & CUTTING 1 – CLIENT SERVICES**
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.

*Prerequisite:* HSA3450: Haircutting 1

HSA3515: **HAIR CARE & CUTTING 2 – CLIENT SERVICES**
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they will analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.

*Prerequisites:* HSA3425: Hair & Scalp Care 4 – Client Services  
HSA3455: Haircutting 2 – Client Services  
HSA3460: Haircutting 3 – Advanced Techniques

HSA3520: **CHEMICAL TEXTURIZING 1**
Students develop an understanding of the physical process for a basic permanent wave by sectioning, blocking and winding hair using conventional waving rods and supplies.

*Prerequisite:* COS1010: Personal & Professional Practices

HSA3530: **CHEMICAL TEXTURIZING 2 – COLD WAVING**
Students identify types of chemicals used to permanently wave hair. Students also analyze hair, combine the physical and chemical processes to complete a cold wave and assess the quality of the cold wave.

*Prerequisites:* HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1  
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1  
HSA3520: Chemical Texturizing 1

HSA3540: **CHEMICAL TEXTURIZING 3 – HEAT ASSISTED**
Students identify types of chemicals used to wave hair. Students also analyze hair, and combine the physical and chemical processes to perform complete heat-assisted waves, and assess the quality of the heat-assisted wave.

*Prerequisites:* HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1  
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1  
HSA3520: Chemical Texturizing 1
HSA3550: CHEMICAL TEXTURIZING 4 – DESIGNER
Students identify and describe designer techniques, processes and implements used to chemically wave hair and complete chemical process for advanced techniques.
Prerequisites: HSA3530: Chemical Texturizing 2 – Cold Waving
HSA3540: Chemical Texturizing 3 – Heat Assisted

HSA3555: CHEMICAL TEXTURIZING 5 – CLIENT SERVICES
Students analyze the condition of a client’s hair, identify and describe available types of permanent waves, and recommend and perform permanent wave services appropriate to the client’s needs and wants.
Prerequisite: HSA3550: Chemical Texturizing 4 – Designer

HSA3560: HAIR TEXTURIZING
Students identify and describe the products available to physically and chemically relax and straighten hair and perform relaxing and straightening techniques.
Prerequisites: HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3565: HAIR TEXTURIZING – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to meet industry standards.
Prerequisites: HSA3530: Chemical Texturizing 2 – Cold Waving
HSA3540: Chemical Texturizing 3 – Heat Assisted
HSA3550: Chemical Texturizing 4 – Designer
HSA3560: Hair Texturizing

HSA3570: HAIR COLOURING 1
Students describe the basic principles of colour and hair colouring, describe and perform predisposition and strand tests, and prepare and apply temporary and semi-permanent hair colours.
Prerequisite: HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1

HSA3580: HAIR COLOURING 2 – OXIDATIVE
Students describe the purposes and principles of oxidative hair colouring and identify oxidative hair-colouring products, their active ingredients and their effects on the hair and scalp.
Prerequisite: HSA3570: Hair Colouring 1

HSA3585: HAIR COLOURING 3 – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.
Prerequisites: HSA3430: Hair Styling 1
HSA3580: Hair Colouring 2 – Oxidative

HSA3590: HAIR COLOURING 4 – DECOLOURIZATION
Students describe the basic principles of decolourization, hair-colour levels, decolourization chemicals and application procedures, and prepare and apply a variety of products to remove natural and artificial hair colour.
Prerequisites: HSA3430: Hair Styling 1
HSA3580: Hair Colouring 2 – Oxidative

HSA3595: HAIR COLOURING 5 – DECOLOURIZATION CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.
Prerequisite: HSA3590: Hair Colouring 4 – Decolourization

HSA3600: HAIR COLOURING 6 – COLOUR CORRECTION
Students describe the basic principles of hair-colour correction, hair-colour levels, hair-colour correction agents and application procedures, and prepare and apply a variety of products to safely perform hair-colour corrections.
Prerequisite: HSA3590: Hair Colouring 4 – Decolourization
HSA3605: HAIR COLOURING 7 – ADVANCED CLIENT SERVICES 1
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.
Prerequisite: HSA3600: Hair Colouring 6 – Colour Correction

HSA3615: HAIR COLOURING 8 – ADVANCED CLIENT SERVICES 2
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards
Prerequisite: HSA3600: Hair Colouring 6 – Colour Correction

HSA3620: HAIR GOODS & EXTENSIONS
Students describe the purpose of hair goods and extensions, the types of hair and fibres used in constructing hair goods, and analyze and service hair goods.
Prerequisite: HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3625: HAIR GOODS & EXTENSIONS – CLIENT SERVICES
Students conduct a consultation with a client during which they analyze the client’s needs and recommend and perform the appropriate services to industry standards.
Prerequisites: HSA3455: Haircutting 2 – Client Services
HSA3570: Hair Colouring 1
HSA3620: Hair Goods & Extensions

HSA3630: HISTORICAL COSMETOLOGY
Students recreate historical hairstyles and facial images and describe the historical trends in hairstyles and make-up and the relationship between historical changes in cosmetology to other changes in society.
Prerequisites: COS1020: Long Hair Design 1
EST2050: Make-up
HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3640: CREATIVE COSMETOLOGY
Students describe current cosmetology-related fashions, fads and trends and apply design principles to create hair and skin designs that may become fads or trends.
Prerequisites: COS1020: Long Hair Design 1
EST2050: Make-up
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1

HSA3650: COMPETITION COSMETOLOGY
Students identify opportunities to participate in competitions relating to cosmetology, describe the qualities needed to be competitive and the judging systems used at various levels of competitions and demonstrate ability to be competitive in one or more areas of cosmetology.
Prerequisites: COS1020: Long Hair Design 1
HSA3400: Hair & Scalp Care 1
HSA3430: Hair Styling 1